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ABOUT MEDIOBANCA 

 

Mediobanca is one of the oldest investment banks in Europe with branches in London, Paris, Frankfurt, Istanbul, 

Madrid, Milan, Moscow and New York. 

capitalization of more than €5bn). The s

 

The teams are currently working on a number of high profile

gain significant deal exposure. The candidate would also benefit from full integration within 

ambition and including some very senior bankers.

 

 

M&A INTERNSHIP OFFER 

 

Starting date: H1 2017 (March or April)

Location: Paris (multi-sector coverage)

Duration: 6 months 

Compensation: €2,500 per month (Paris) / 

 

Job duties: running valuations, performing 

with the preparation of marketing and transaction materials,always 

the team. The intern will be part of growing teams and will play a cri

efforts and execution of challenging and visible M&A transactions.

 

In the Paris office (c. 20 bankers) the focus is CAC 40 companies and large LBO transactions, with a wide range of 

industries covered. The Financial Institutions Group (c. 20 bankers) is based in London and covers EMEA clients.

 

 

ECM INTERNSHIP OFFER 

 

Starting date: January 2017 (March can also be considered)

Location: London 

Duration: 6 months 

Compensation: £2,500 per month 

 

Job duties: day-to-day origination efforts and execution of challenging and visible Equity Capital Market 

transactions (IPOs, Right Issues, ABBs, etc.). 

transaction materials, involving both qualitative and

 

The London office (c. 150 professional bankers) is focu

Finance, etc.) and Global Markets activities

bankers across both Cash, EQL and EQS. The team has been consistently ranked in the Top10 in Southern Europe 

over the recent years, with a historical dominant posi
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Mediobanca 
 

 

 

Mediobanca is one of the oldest investment banks in Europe with branches in London, Paris, Frankfurt, Istanbul, 

New York. The bank was founded in Italy in 1946 and is today listed in Milan 

The strategy is focused on advising large European corporates. 

currently working on a number of high profile transactions, which would enable the candidate to 

gain significant deal exposure. The candidate would also benefit from full integration within 

ambition and including some very senior bankers. 

7 (March or April) 

sector coverage) / London (FIG Group) 

(Paris) / £2,500 per month (London) 

performing strategic and financial analyses on sectors and / or companies

with the preparation of marketing and transaction materials,always under the guidance of more senior members of 

The intern will be part of growing teams and will play a critical role within day

efforts and execution of challenging and visible M&A transactions. 

In the Paris office (c. 20 bankers) the focus is CAC 40 companies and large LBO transactions, with a wide range of 

Financial Institutions Group (c. 20 bankers) is based in London and covers EMEA clients.

7 (March can also be considered) 

day origination efforts and execution of challenging and visible Equity Capital Market 

tions (IPOs, Right Issues, ABBs, etc.). The intern will take part in the preparation of marketing and 

transaction materials, involving both qualitative and quantitative analysis. 

0 professional bankers) is focused on both Investment Banking (M&A, ECM, DCM, Leverage

activities (Research, Sales, Trading, etc.). The ECM team regroups over 30 

oss both Cash, EQL and EQS. The team has been consistently ranked in the Top10 in Southern Europe 

over the recent years, with a historical dominant position on its home market. 

Mediobanca is one of the oldest investment banks in Europe with branches in London, Paris, Frankfurt, Istanbul, 

was founded in Italy in 1946 and is today listed in Milan (market 

advising large European corporates.  

transactions, which would enable the candidate to 

gain significant deal exposure. The candidate would also benefit from full integration within teams with strong 

or companies, assisting 

under the guidance of more senior members of 

tical role within day-to-day origination 

In the Paris office (c. 20 bankers) the focus is CAC 40 companies and large LBO transactions, with a wide range of 

Financial Institutions Group (c. 20 bankers) is based in London and covers EMEA clients. 

day origination efforts and execution of challenging and visible Equity Capital Market 

the preparation of marketing and 

sed on both Investment Banking (M&A, ECM, DCM, Leverage 

The ECM team regroups over 30 

oss both Cash, EQL and EQS. The team has been consistently ranked in the Top10 in Southern Europe 
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CANDIDATE PROFILE 

 

Candidates should be willing to perfor

excel in solving complex issues and 

strategic goals.  

 

We are fundamentally looking for high potentials as demonstrated by 

curricular) and interested in joining sma

motivated, entrepreneurial andthrilled to gain 

 

The candidate will have very good analytical 

detail. The candidate must be a team player 

 

A previous experience in investment banking / private equity / audit is 

candidates with other relevant experiences

 

 

LANGUAGES 

 

M&A Internship offer: fluent in French and English, 

ECM Internship offer: fluent in French/Spanish or Italian, and English. Any other language is a plus.

 

 

PROCESS 

 

If you are interested in applying, please email your CV together with a cover letter

to join us and specifying your starting date, to the attention of 

 

Contact: 

 

M&A Internship offer (Paris): recrutement.paris

isabelle.juvin@mediobanca.com) 

M&A Internship offer (London): stefania.majuri@mediobanca.com

ECM Internship offer: clarence.nahan@mediobanca.com

stefania.majuri@mediobanca.com) 
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Candidates should be willing to perform at a very high level, thrive on team work and taking on 

excel in solving complex issues and eager to help senior management at large corporations 

We are fundamentally looking for high potentials as demonstrated by previous achievement (c

interested in joining small teams of experienced bankers. The candidate 

thrilled to gain high exposure to senior bankers and clients on live transacti

analytical skills, strong oral and written communication skills

a team player able to work hard and to deal with highly confidential topics

A previous experience in investment banking / private equity / audit is desirable, but we will also consider 

candidates with other relevant experiencesas we favour potential to knowledge. 

French and English, any other language is a plus. 

fluent in French/Spanish or Italian, and English. Any other language is a plus.

please email your CV together with a cover letter explaining why you would like 

and specifying your starting date, to the attention of our recruitment team. 

recrutement.paris@mediobanca.com (copying our recruitment team, 

stefania.majuri@mediobanca.com 

clarence.nahan@mediobanca.com (copying our recruitment team, 

and taking on responsibility, 

at large corporations to achieve their 

previous achievement (curricular and extra-

The candidate should be highly 

live transactions.  

ommunication skills,and attention to 

hard and to deal with highly confidential topics. 

, but we will also consider 

fluent in French/Spanish or Italian, and English. Any other language is a plus. 

explaining why you would like 

our recruitment team, 


